The Gamble House in Pasadena, California, is an outstanding example of American Arts and Crafts style architecture. The house and furnishings were designed by architects Charles and Henry Greene in 1908 for David and Mary Gamble of the Procter & Gamble Company. (There are three flights of stairs in this tour and no elevators.)

The Pacific Asia Museum displays art and artifacts from Asia and the Pacific Rim in the historic Grace Nicholson Building, a recreation of a northern Chinese palace. The permanent displays include both contemporary and traditional Asian arts. The museum’s special exhibit, Winds from Fusang, will highlight the trans-Pacific ties between the creative communities of Mexico and China in the last century.

Lunch will be on your own between tours at restaurants along Los Robles Ave., Pasadena

Please contact Beverly Young (714-990-0255) or Linda Overholt (714-870-1048) if you have questions or need special accommodations.